Closing the Noose – AAR by Roger Burley
It was only a matter of time before the Americans would be back, thought
Feldwebel Radek as he looked over the remains of the German company that had held
Hill 20 (really a short ridgeline across the road to Ste. Mère Église) through the night.
Radek had one platoon (3 squads with 9 Panzerfausts), a Pak 40 (75 mm) and a Flak 36
(88 mm) that only had some anti-tank and high explosive rounds left. The Flak 36 was
positioned near the summit of Hill 20 covering the right flank and some of the area up to
the east side of the road. The Pak 40 would cover the right flank to keep the enemy from
getting into the large field to the south via the large opening on the west side. The ace up
Radek’s sleeve was an experienced sniper with a year’s experience on the eastern front.
He would focus on slowing the enemy movement up the road, but was free to address any
enemy threat he thought he could slow.
To cover the road and the center the lead mortar-man from the supporting 2 tube
(80 mm) section supporting FW Radek established a TRP on the road at the corner of the
orchard and in line with the south edge of the field. Other possible locations were
identified on the flanks near the locations of the 2 ATGs in case either side was overrun.

German Setup
The Americans started up the road with 3 Sherman tanks. Two other Shermans
entered to the east of the road with the Company Commander and a platoon of infantry in
tow. As the Shermans came abeam the farm, four 80 mm mortars impacted to the south
of the TRP along the road, immobilizing one tank, and causing Captain Crawford’s crew
to bailout of one tank. Just before the mortars arrived, the lead Sherman commander

became the object of the sniper causing him to button up, and probably saving his crew
from bailing out into the mortar barrage.

American Assault Plan
From the east, 2 platoons of infantry advanced along the south side of the bocage,
hoping to rollup the German left flank. Then, right in front of them, the bocage exploded
with heavy cannon fire. Just as quickly came the downrange explosion of the 2 Shermans
advancing in the field to the east of the road. For now the lead elements of the main
effort from the south was stalled. The 88 mm ATG was identified, and it was right in
front of the two platoons. Next, the middle of the column along the bocage was attacked
from atop the bocage, which stopped immediately. The two American platoon leaders
quickly motioned to each other to go over the bocage, and the platoons with attached
MMG and Bazooka teams started over the tall/thick bocage.
A second volley of mortar rounds (centered on the TRP) fell on the road. There
was no further damage to the immobilized tank, but two rounds drifted to the east of the
road in the area of a couple of trees just after the platoon advancing from the south
reached the same trees. The rounds damaged a couple of units (at least one squad)
The sniper found a new target – the squad (damaged and suppressed) on the edge
of a couple of trees. The Green German squad atop the ridge and in the orchard started
shooting at the same squad causing some damage, and in combination with the sniper
over several rounds, eliminated the squad.

Back at the bocage several of squads and units made it up
and over the bocage. In front of them was the Flak 36 pointed
directly at them and a German squad running down the ridge
towards a couple of trees near the road. The Bazooka team, one
of the last to get to the top of the bocage, had stopped to load the
bazooka in hopes of using the elevated position to advantage.
Luck was not with the German side and the next round could not
take an action, but the American side could. The Bazooka fired
and hit the 88 mm destroying the gun and eliminating the crew.
The forward couple of American units fired at the retreating
German unit damaging and suppressing it in the open.
Hearing the gunfire and explosion from the vicinity of the left flank, Radek
abandoned the established TRP. Getting on the radio to the mortar section he called for
fire on the left flank (optional aim-point). The German MMG team on the right flank
started moving toward the orchard on Hill 20. The Pak 40 started rotating to cover the
road atop the ridge and potentially repel the Americans trying to rollup the left flank.
The sniper started picking off the last squad to cross the bocage as it paused at the
top, pinning it there. All the American squads and teams fired at the sniper with no
effect, but inhibiting any of the units from moving while engaging the sniper. This was a
crucial pause as Radek contacted the mortars and finalized the last set of 4 mortars to
land on the left flank. The first two volleys were effective, but this was critical and
Radek hoped even a spotting round would help thin the American force.
The first spotting round (HE) landed right
on the aim-point in the center of the bunched
American troops near the destroyed Flak 36.
Hemmed between the board edge and the bocage,
the results were moderate damage to 4
squads/teams and light damage to 3 others. Most
of the units damaged were suppressed for 3-4
rounds, less than the delay for the remaining 3
mortars. Because of the spotting mortar landing
in a fold in the terrain, 5 units were shielded from
the blast. During the suppression period the
sniper engaged and destroyed a Green unit that
was the last squad over the bocage. Again the
return fire from some of the unsuppressed units
did not eliminate the sniper.
During this period, the MMG team located
near the road moved back toward the alternate
position between two trees and oriented toward
the Americans on the left flank. The MMG team

from the right flank reached the orchard and took over the alternate position on the east
side of the orchard. On the right side of the orchard an American direct fire 60 mm
mortar dropped a spotting smoke round just behind the Green German squad located
there. Further to the south the remaining 5 Shermans entered on the road and proceeded
at speed. Having observed the road up to the ridgeline, the immobilized Sherman near
the farm fired a smoke round to the left of where the road goes through the bocage. The
Pak 40 completed its
rotation and aimed at
the crest of the ridge
along the road. The
squad just to the west
of the road/bocage
intersection readied
their 4 Panzerfausts
for the approaching
tanks (their fire zone
was just in front of
their position (7) in
the center of the road
at Point Blank
Panzerfaust range
(less than 1.8 cm.)
The remaining
3 mortar rounds fell after a short delay, landing 1 on the other side of the bocage – no
impact to the bunched Americans, however the other two landed to the front and back of
the Americans catching the rear units as they moved up and through their suppressed
comrades and the forward units as they were setting up a base of fire on the German
MMG unit that moved into the position near two trees and started bring them under fire.
The sniper repositioned and started to bring one of the front squads (at the top of the
ridgeline) under fire. The results of the mortars eliminated most of the previously
damaged and suppressed units. The uninjured rear squads/teams were moderately
damaged and one team was eliminated outright. The forward units suffered light
damage. The sniper fire tied up the lead squad, allowing the MMG to complete its setup,
and it started to engage the forward American units. The American mortars finally got
the range and damaged & suppressed the Green German unit in the orchard. Radek
escaped the blast by entering the orchard through the gap in the middle of the stone wall
on the south side having moved toward the orchard after the final mortar rounds were
fired.
The Shermans on the road advanced behind the remaining first wave tank that had
slowly made its way north towards the bocage. Firing HE rounds at the road/bocage
intersection near the ridgeline. Several rounds impacted just short of the bocage due to a
slight dip in the road. The forward Sherman stopped short of the bocage firing an HE
round at a now visible foxhole (8) east of the road, but next to the bocage. This was the

foxhole vacated by the center MMG team that moved to the alternate position near the
two trees to the north. The second wave of 3 Shermans passed the stopped first wave of
Sherman. Two Shermans from the second wave stopped in the vicinity of the farm in an
overwatch position. As the first Sherman passed the foxhole to the west of the road at the
bocage, a German soldier popped up and fired his Panzerfaust, destroying the Sherman.
The second Sherman slewed around his smoldering comrade to the right with its turret
rotating toward the threat to the left. As the tank came to a hal, itt pointed north with the
turret pointing at the now identified squad readying another Panzerfaust aimed at it. The
tank fired an HE round at the rifle pits, causing slight damage and suppressing the squad
for 6 rounds. The ATG on the right flank fired at the tank (in a hull down position from
the ATG), hitting the main gun and getting a crew bailout, even as the tank was turning to
bring the bow MG to bear on the suppressed squad right in front of the tank. The coaxial
and bow fired, but missed the squad and then it didn’t matter. The third Sherman through
the gap turned right and fired at the MMG team missing, but the ballast caused some
casualties, but the team made their suppression/morale roll.
The sniper finished off another squad injured by the mortars and repositioned to
bring another target under fire. The sniper had managed to help eliminate 3 squads,
cause a tank to button up, keep a dozen units pinned down during a critical mortar attack,
and helped distract a unit for several rounds from attacking the center MMG team.
As the game closed at the start of the sixth (player time ran out) turn, the
Americans had eliminated 2 German units (the Flak 36 and 1 squad), 2 German units
were in jeopardy (the center MMG and the suppressed squad at the bocage gap) and 4
units were probably safe -the Pak 40, still hidden but general location noted; the Green
squad that was counting down suppression, the right flank German MMG and FW
Radek’s small HQ section – the last three in the orchard on the ridge.
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